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Ever dreamed of attending haute couture fashion shows? Immerse yourself in this stunning volume celebrating spectacular

showcases from Chanel, Versace, and beyond

Featuring style-defining creations, sensational productions, iconic locations, and an abundance of celebrities both on and off the

catwalk, each show in this book offers a truly unique experience

A generous and richly illustrated book that brings the exclusive glamour and luxury of top fashion brands to your coffee table

and bookshelf in a stylish design

Catwalk brings to life the outstanding fashion shows of major labels such as Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent, Dior, and Versace in large-

format images.

Experience style-defining creations, breathtaking productions and extraordinary locations, and immerse yourself in the exciting

atmosphere of fashion weeks – from models and supermodels to designers and influencers. Agata and Pierre Toromanoffs, experts in

fashion, design, and art, once again present a stunning title that will make the hearts of all fashionistas beat faster.

This coffee table book takes a look at: the creations, the event: location and staging, the designers, models, and the celebrities on the

runway. Large-format images of the shows, the runway walks before and after, as well as street-style shots of the fans convey the

feeling of being at the fashion weeks, right by the runway.

Text in English and German.

Agata Toromanoff, art historian, has curated numerous exhibitions in the field of contemporary art. As an author, she writes about

art, design and much more. Together with her husband Pierre Toromanoff, who has more than 25 years of experience in art

publishing, she founded the book agency Fancy Books in 2014, which has since published numerous publications on art, design and pop

culture.
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